Early rearing environment and dorsal hippocampal ibotenic acid lesions: long-term influences on spatial learning and alternation in the rat.
Behavioural responses in a set of spatial and cue tasks were assessed in adult rats that had been given ibotenic acid lesions of the dorsal hippocampus at weaning. The lesions or sham operations were immediately followed by one month of differential rearing, either in enriched, social or isolated housing environments. The differential rearing was followed by standard (social) housing conditions until behavioural testing began at 4 months of age. Compared to sham-operated rats, the rats with early cytotoxic lesions showed substantial impairments on learning and efficient strategy formation in radial arm maze, retention of a spatial location, but not of a cue-marked location, in a + maze and spontaneous alternation. Differential rearing had some long-term effects depending on the task. Sham-operated rats which had been housed in isolation used a pattern of strategies in the radial arm maze that resembled the pattern used by rats with lesions. Early enrichment, on the other hand, alleviated lesion deficits only in a spontaneous alternation task in a T-maze where the variety and salience of proximal cues were maximised. Enrichment increased lesion deficits in the radial maze task, where distal cues only could guide performance. The results suggest that the hippocampus may play an important role in the use of contextual information and that behavioural recovery after early hippocampal damage--limited to situations in which featural information is highly salient--may be permanently induced by rearing in environments, as in enriched ones, where rats can attend to and manipulate environmental cues.